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The ABC's of
Stress Release

A

successful and happy life results
from a balance between selfstarting and self-calming. Self-calming is the passport to the “good life” during
these turbulent times.
Fo r m a l e d u c a t i o n
teaches us how to self-start,
but mastering self-calming is
often left to chance. Learning
only how to self-start is like a car
with no reverse gear. You just keep
going around in circles, looking for a
place to parallel park, until eventually you “run out of gas.” Many of us
are running on empty.
Insomnia can be the adult form
of not being able to self-calm.The
mind’s engine just keeps chugging
along at night—on its own, even after
you turn off the ignition—like those
old cars in the movies.
Since little attention is paid to schooling our emotions, about one out of five
children is in the stranglehold of anxiety.
Ironically, our highest-achieving students
are especially in need of anxiety management skills. “Achievement stress” is a
common, but avoidable side-effect of the
unrelenting drive for excellence. (Please
note that stress and anxiety are used interchangeably in theis article.) Anxiety can
be called a communicable disease - usually transmitted from adults to children

preschool level predicts later
life success. Forty years ago,
psychologist Dr. Walter
Mischel discovered through
his now famous “marshmallow test”, that preschoolers
who could wait to get a reward (marshmallows) had more
success in later life. As teenagers,
those preschool children who had
been able to wait for the marshmallows scored higher on the SAT, could
concentrate without becoming distracted, and exhibited better selfcontrol in frustrating situations. The
link between the ability to self-calm
(wait) and later success in life still
holds true today. (For more information, visit www.apa.org/helpcenter/willpower-gratification.
pdf) Learning to wait (patience) is
a teachable stress-management
skill.

(except during teenage-age years) but YOU
are the ounce of prevention. Remember,
YOU are the genetic tree your child came
from, so YOU have the most influence over
the outlook he or she has on the world.
SELF-CALMING IS KEY TO
SUCCESS IN LIFE
Self- calming (the ability to wait) at a

“Genius is nothing but Eternal
Patience.”
Michelangelo
A NEW NATIONAL GOAL:
OUR WELLBEING
The emotional wellbeing of our children has surfaced as a top national priority with the establishment of National
Children's Mental Health Awareness Day.
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(email AwarenessDay2014@vancomm.com). The advantage of
devoting one day to our children’s happiness is that our nation’s
considerable resources are pooled together to help children be
their best selves. Practically speaking, schools can justify the
allocation of time and talent to cultivating emotional skills because mental health has been put on our National agenda.
Harvard University often leads the way in defining what
constitutes a well-rounded education. Harvard’s most popular
course a few years ago was on how to be happy. (visit www.
daringtolivefully.com/happier-tal-ben-shahar). This Positive Psychology course was described as focusing "... on the psychological aspects of a fulfilling and flourishing life. Topics include
happiness, self-esteem, empathy, friendship, love, achievement,
creativity, music, spirituality, and humor.” Achieving happiness
requires method and practice; negativity is the default setting for
our emotional tone.
RELAX. YOU HAVE THE POWER
• Captain Sully’s Miracle on the Hudson
Five years ago Capt. Chesley B. Sullenberger miraculously
landed a disabled plane with 155 passengers on the Hudson
River in New York City. He basically reported he had spent decades contributing to his emotional bank account, and made the
biggest withdrawal of his life on that day when he remained
focused enough to safely conduct the emergency landing. He is
also a self-professed “eternal optimist.”
• On your own home front
The good news is most every teenager is able to hold it together and manage their anxiety, if properly motivated. A strong
case-in-point is the Driver’s License Test. Even the most anxious
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teenager will manage to build up the courage to take the driver’s
test, repeatedly, if necessary. If your child can pull it together for
a high-stakes goal once, she can do it again with other challenges.
• How to recognize possible excess stress in your child:
The Goldilocks JUST-SO Symptom
Anxious individuals must have things JUST-SO. Their conversations are populated with words like got to, must, have to,
etc. An example would be, “to go to school, I must have that
perfect outfit”. Anxious children can turn into critical, controlling
adults, so if your child seems to always be on edge or anxious,
you may want to check with your school's mental health resources.
Other important symptoms of stress overload include an
inability to pay attention, being short tempered, being extremely irritable and easily annoyed. (http://www.webmd.com/balance/
stress-management/rm-quiz-stress-anxiety).
SCHOOL BENEFITS OF SELF CALMING
School is as stressful to your child as your job is to you. Tests
create stress. Remember, relaxation improves attention and
achievement, so attacking test-stress with self-calming will go far
in reducing your child’s overall stress level. As stated above,
untreated childhood anxiety can solidify into stubborn adult
anxiety problems, such as annoying and self-defeating perfectionism, and more. Your school-based mental health specialists are
well equipped to provide guidance if your child is continually
upset. (Always see your family doctor to explore possible options
in addressing severe anxiety, which afflicts 5.9% of children)
As stress goes down, test scores go up. Columbia University’s
Dr. Lisa Miller suggests that consciously relaxing may improve
attention span, which has been linked to doing better on tests.
Test scores improved for about 50 % of students in schools requiring social-emotional learning, focusing on self-calming skills.
A tried and true program proven to be successful in taming testanxiety is Secrets to Improving Your Test Scores offered by the
internationally acclaimed Heartmath Institute (Please contact Jeff
Goelitz at jgoelitz@heartmath.org). A leading expert in the application of Heartmath techniques in treating children with a
wide spectrum of anxiety problems is Deirdre V. Lovecky, Ph.D.
(www.grcne.com or email GRCNE02940@aol.com.)
THE ABC’S OF STRESS RELEASE
The ABC’s of stress-release are Healthy Attitudes, Breathing
and Choices. Let's take a look at each:
Attitudes - Some key self-calming phrases are:
I can
I am OK now, and it’s Always NOW. (Harvard Professor
Rudolph Tanzi, 2013)
Life is good
I enjoy the pleasant present
Face the sun (Benjamin Franklin)
There is NO danger; There IS enough time
I am safe and comfortable
I am Calm, Peaceful and Relaxed (CPR)
Work is fun; change is good; all is well (for adults)

Breathing
The key to deep relaxation is right under your nose: breathing. Momentarily, let your slow, deep-breathing be the center of
your attention. Notice that the natural rhythm of your breathing
automatically brings you into the here-and-now and your core
of peace. Focusing on the present moment allows you to concentrate more attentively on the task at hand. For your children,
awareness of breath reduces daydreaming and improves attention. Spending just five minutes noticing your own breathing can
improve attention span.
Breathing 101
Two-step Breathing. Step one: breathe in. Step two:
breathe out. Repeat a few times.
Breathing 102
After you can pay attention to the gentle rise and fall of
your chest, advance to 1:2 breathing. Step one: breathe
in to the count (silently) of two (one thousand one, one
thousand two). Step two: exhale to the count of four.
This technique is used very effectively even with folks
with catastrophic illnesses.
For more information about relaxation breathing,
contact Ann Fitzmaurice, a certified professional at anniefitzyoga@gmail.com. As with any type of wellness
approach, always see if you can get a free “test-drive”.
Choice
Choose to help your child gain a sense of control, by practicing time management. Demonstrate to them, “if you do what you

have to, you can do what you want to.”
THE BEST BENEFIT OF TEACHING YOUR CHILD TO RELAX
For children, self-calming can help your child be more agreeable, attentive and even more patient. So with that in mind,
consider including “breathing space” in your child’s life especially before bed. And don’t “club your child to stress” (chess
club, soccer club, science club, etc.). Since you reap what you
sow, if you project calmness, it will be reflected in your home.
And the main benefit of teaching your child to self-calm is, the
mind you save may be your own.
Once again, your behavior is the best teacher your child can
have. Since you can’t give what you don’t have (just like you
can’t teach cursive if you can’t do it yourself) learn a self-calming
technique. When you get upset, at least appear calm (picture
yourself like a duck serenely gliding across a pond without ripples, but knowing underneath your feet are madly paddling).
To fortify your own self-calming skills, “walk-it-off.” Excellent resources for learning how to relax are: the book, Keep Calm
and Carry On (Reinecke 2010) and Calm.com. Calm.com is a
free relaxation vacation that can be timed for 2, 5, 10, 15 or 20
minutes. The website also has an app that can be downloaded
to your mobile device
Dr. Ron Rubenzer, a former school psychologist at Columbia
University (NYC), is the author of the book How the Best Handle
Stress. Columbia University Library catalogue: http://clio.columbia.edu/catalog/4097472?counter=1. Visit www.drrubenzer.com
for more information.
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